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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.0.10 

 

General 

 AFOG-9VJA7V - Under rare circumstances, a query executed using a parallel bloom filter operator could 
have caused a server crash or an assertion failure "Assertion 109505" - "memory allocation too large".  

 FOHN-9XAG57 - News: When exporting data to any of the Excel file formats (.xls, .xlxs and .ods) the file 
extension will be the default format you use in Excel. The file format that will be exported will always be 
the default set in Excel, even if you manually enter any of the other file formats. If no extension is entered, 
correct extension will be added automatically. 

 AFOG-9XCDHN - When exporting to file in Excel format, you can now enter the extension .xlsx or .ods 
besides .xls. Note that the extension must match the file format specified as the default in Excel on the 
computer where the AutoRun is made. Isn’t Excel installed on your computer is it the .xls file format that 
can be used, since the export is done via MDC, which then signs interprets the contents and write a .xls 
file. AutoRuns is a part of the supplement MONITOR Agent. 

 FOHN-9XDB8B - The Menus displayed more procedure names than the user rights group allowed. 

 JLIN-9XQGSK - It wasn’t possible to register Purchase orders and Customer orders with Fictitious Parts 
without structure. 

 MWIK-9YT9VV - The logon window didn’t manage quotation marks in company names. 

 SWIO-9Z4KFD - A message informing that the User already is running MONITOR was also displayed for 
special users such as MONAGENT or TRANSFER. 

 AFOG-9Z9GDE - Now Monitor News and websites work on the Start page in MONITOR if you use Windows 
10.  

 FOHN-9ZCC39 - News: Shortcut key for first/last record is changed to Ctrl + Shift + H (Home) and Ctrl + 
Shift + E (End). 

 FOHN-9ZCCZS - News: The database engine is updated to EBF 4278 to solve the Assertion 109505 
problem. 

Manufacturing 

 JLÖR-8TH9FC - If you replanned a Work center in the Priority Planning procedure when the Order Info 
procedure also was open, a program error occurred in the Order Info procedure if Calculate new finish 
period was activated. 

 JLIN-9TSHN2 - The focus was moved to the order tree instead of the Order number field when the order 
was loaded in the Manufacturing Order Info procedure. 

 CSIG-9VTFXL - The Import / Export Preparation procedure didn’t update Setup qty. in the Preparation 
procedure. 

 MWIK-9WUCR3 - Report of rejected quantity in the Operation Reporting procedure didn’t work properly. 

 JLÖR-9XYAY9 - When an operation was deleted in the Preparation procedure, incorrect Work center was 
displayed in the Preparation changes window if the Setting "Log preparation changes" was activated. 

Purchase 

 LREM-9V4CG2 - It could during certain circumstances be problems to delete unlinked order rows in the 
Invoice Basis procedure. 
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 SSÖG-9XE9QY - If you made a partial arrival reporting of an order with several rows with the same part, 
the label for incorrect partial delivery could be printed in the Arrival Reporting procedure. 

 JLÖR-9XJD22 - The cursor wasn’t placed in the Delivery note field in the window Arrival report the entire 
order in the Arrival Reporting procedure. 

 KFTM-9XJH8J - An incorrect message was displayed if you used the keyboard to change signer on a 
Supplier invoice. 

 LAHM-9XJF3B - The VAT coding could be incorrect if you registered a Credit invoice in the Register 
Supplier Invoice procedure and copied the coding from a debit invoice. 

 SSÖG-9YGD5M - The supplement Import EDI Orders (Purchase) with the Setting "Assign order number 
from the supplier's order number?" activated updated orders with status 9 if an old order was imported 
again. This import shall not update Purchase orders with a status greater or equal to 5. 

 LREM-9YLB4H - If you marked/unmarked a payment in the Payment Suggestions procedure and had 
activated Total per currency, the payment was incorrectly moved to the top of the list. 

 CSIG-9YQCV3 - A program error could occur in the Undo Arrival Reporting procedure. 

Sales 

 CSIG-9PMAYW - It was possible to register Customer orders on Fictitious Parts that contained blocked 
parts. 

 CSIG-9VUHU2 - This only applies to systems with the supplement Customer Order Transfer. The Undo 
Delivery Reporting procedure didn’t remove the link to the active invoice basis (ko_del). This caused a 
program error if you made a second delivery of a transferred Customer order when the order already was 
partially delivered and undone. 

 ÖBRN-9WEHVF - Now it’s possible to report the EC Sales List without round off. 

 ÖBRN-9X3FVB - Default values didn’t work in the Accounts Receivable Analysis procedure. 

 SSÖG-9XAC2U - An incorrect text was included in the EDI invoice file in the Print EDI Invoices procedure 
if it was domestic sales with VAT and you used Global invoice. 

 FOHN-9XBB5C - Row type 2 rows weren’t included in some totals on the FF1 row in the Print EDI 
Invoices procedure. 

 SSÖG-9XCGEG - It could take long time to save orders in the Import EDI Orders procedure. 

 SSÖG-9XCGQH - The Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure incorrectly approved import with calls 
on a Sunday within frozen time. 

 FOHN-9XECG5 - The Delivery Schedule Log / Diff procedure, list type Total per week displays Total 
quantity if several imports are made the same day for an Order. This is adjusted so it’s always the last 
import that will be displayed in the list. 

 AFOG-9XEK5V - Automatic MEDI didn’t work in the Dispatch Advice procedure if you selected all 
Warehouses instead a specific Warehouse. 

 FOHN-9XHJWF - Export of EDI Invoice in the Print EDI Invoices procedure locked the EDI data table 
even if it wasn’t defined to use the EDI Link. 

 FOHN-9XJA92 - News: When importing orders using format 20 in the Import EDI Orders procedure, you 

can import Goods receiver’s phone number, mobile/SMS and e-mail address. 

 FOHN-9XJAHB - When sending dispatch advices in format 115 from the Dispatch Advice and Print Pick 
Lists procedures, Order no. per row wasn’t always included in the export file. 

 CSIG-9XK9V7 - Rename Service and Rename Part didn’t affect Parts and Services on Service orders. 

 SSÖG-9XKC4M - It wasn’t possible to save if you registered a Fictitious part in the Register Quote 
procedure or Register Invoices Directly procedure. 
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 SSTG-9XL8VJ - The text from the button Addl. Text on Quotes was printed several times in the Quote 
Statistics procedure, list type Show additional text. 

 SHYS-9XLDKR - The Invoicing Log displayed incorrect information if you selected Show intrastat info. 

 LAHM-9XSCW2 - Some formats for EDI invoice prints exported VAT number instead of Corporate ID. 

 JELA-9XTJ23 - The logotype wasn’t displayed on the Crystal Reports form Delivery note delivered. 

 LAHM-9XUHX6 - Incorrect Late payment fee could be exported with EDI invoice format 320 in the Print 

EDI Invoices procedure. 

 CSIG-9XYA9V - A program error occurred in the Report Service Order procedure if there were manually 
linked row type 4 rows on the Service order. 

 FOHN-9Y3AWQ - It wasn’t possible to delete information in fields in lists in the Customer List procedure. 

 LAHM-9Y3HQX - If you used Easy invoice forms for invoices and sent the invoices by e-mail, the e-mail 
signature wasn’t printed on the printout. 

 JLIN-9Y9CJW - A program error occurred in the Register Customer Order procedure if you deleted all 
order rows and then clicked on the cross button to close the procedure. 

 FOHN-9Y9GBN - News: We have implemented the new routing for DSV that is valid from 2015-07-09. The 
new file DSV_Routing.csv is available on our website. 

 CSIG-9ZCGDN - Drawing no. was written in the field Statistical no: on the Customer order if the field 
Statistical no: was empty on the Part. 

 FOHN-9ZCGGD - News: Now it’s possible to use Finnish Bank Reference Number for EDI Invoice format 
618 in the Print EDI Invoices procedure. 

 SSÖG-9ZDCDH - In the Print EDI Invoices procedure shall the GS1 code primarily be exported from the 
Parts customer link. Secondly will the GS1 code from the General tab in the Update Parts procedure be 
used. As the last alternative will the Part number be exported. 

Inventory 

 CSIG-9PMEZF - The same Crystal Reports form was used for Customer nonconformity, Supplier 
nonconformity and Internal nonconformity. 

 FPEN-9W9CUH - If you wanted Revision printed on the Pro Forma Invoice - Stock Order, the Part row 
became illegible. 

 CSIG-9WFGX6 - Incorrect invoice number was saved in the Update Product Register procedure when 
customer orders with Parts with serial numbers were invoiced. 

 CSIG-9WPFUM - Delivery date wasn’t updated in the Product Register when you created Serial number 
during invoicing. 

 CSIG-9X7DD8 - The Part wasn’t displayed in the Product Register List procedure if there wasn’t a 
Service order linked to the Part. 

 FOHN-9XTAZX - It wasn’t possible to save if you changed Nonconformity type by using the File menu in the 
Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 CSIG-9Y8C5E - If you changed nonconformity type in the Register Nonconformity procedure, the 
nonconformity got incorrect responsible, the # on Comments button disappeared and activities were 

added. 

Workshop Info 

 SWIO-9XDFYJ - MONITOR could shut down with a program error in the Recording Terminal procedure if 
you entered a comment during Finish work. This error only occurred if you had installed Office 2013 by 
using "ClickOnce" or "Click-to-run" installation. 
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 JLIN-9XHHT6 - A program error occurred if you entered information on the Extra info tab when you 
registered a new employee in the Update Employee procedure. 

 SWIO-9XTGCU - A program error occurred if you linked by the Info menu from the Priority Planning 
procedure to the Lead time chart. 

Accounting 

 SHYS-9XLF2P - It wasn’t possible to export the Journal to Excel if you run MONITOR in Chinese. 

 LREM-9YF9XK - The Accumulated quantity didn’t include the opening quantity balance in any of the reports 
in the Report Generator. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-8RQHTN - It wasn’t possible to use the FOP filed in a Configuration if the Selection group was of the 
type Optional. This could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-9WGHQS - The Save button wasn’t activated if you changed type on the Selection group in the 
Update Selection Group procedure. 

 CSIG-9XKFXV - It wasn’t possible to have 0 quantity on a customer order row with a configured part. 
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